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Just a brief note from the Editor—things have been so hectic lately—my life has been full of reports and my other duties
within the association and also the Breed Specific Legislation Chair for the G.S.D.C.A. We must be vigilant with changes
being made to how we keep and breed our dogs—changes in S.A. Queensland and Victoria are on the horizon and whilst
we MUST applaud the work in shutting down the cruel puppy farms we have to watch this does not overflow to regulate
how we keep our dogs in the future years. The information updates have been keeping you all up to date on weekly
happenings—I will be putting a Christmas edition together to ensure you are well informed prior to our break.
The talk from Dr Claire Sharp was informative and we can only hope this condition can be better diagnosed and managed
with the research which is underway. Pet Practice has kindly allowed us to upload their Spring newsletter and they will be
forwarding veterinary articles in the near future for general conditions and diseases.
Thanks to the Management Committee and sub-committees for their efforts
Thanks to all of our hard-working trainers who do an amazing job rain, hail or shine I am sure you will enjoy the less
formal training and socialisation leading up to the Christmas break.
A huge Thank You and so-long to Jean who has worked side by side with Angela in the shop at HQ—moving to a country
life—you will be a great addition to any community you join—you will be missed sweetheart.
Signing off—be the best owner you can be and love your dogs. Margaret
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PLEASE support us in purchasing your Advance dog food through the Association
The sponsorship package we have enables us to purchase the food at an excellent price.
The savings you make will pay for your training in a short period of time AND it will help
us to retain our sponsorship

Please remember to support our valued and faithful sponsors
where you are able to:
Advance, Animal Health Solutions, Armadale Mowers,
BioJohn, Scarboro Toyota, Canning Vale Fish and Chips
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The Archery
Club

The Archery Club will be using Headquarters during the times below:
Monday – 8.00am to 11.30am
Tuesday – 6.00pm to 9.00pm
Yet to be confirmed—
There is a possibility that they may do a shoot on Thursday mornings. If it
comes about it will be for the same times as the Monday shoot. Members
will be advised if this goes ahead.

MEMBERS PLEASE BE ALERT – SNAKES ARE ON THE MOVE AFTER
WINTER AND ARE EXTREMELY DANGEROUS AT THIS TIME.
Tiger snakes and Dugites are in our suburbs and searching for food.
We must be vigilant and watchful when our dogs are away from our sides.
A website with general and easy to understand information on snakes is: www.wareptilepark.com.au/
snakesinperth.htm
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News and Notices from

WARNING -Security on the Grounds of DogsWest
On Tuesday 1st November, thieves once again targeted cars parked
at the Dogs West grounds – even though the two cars were parked
under bright lights.
We remind members to be vigilant at all times and ensure you do
not leave valuables in your vehicles.
The RANFORD ROAD gate will be locked at 5pm each weekday to
lessen the ease of leaving the grounds by any undesirables.
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Dear Members
For those who are new to the Association we would like to advise you that we
are sponsored by Mars Pet Foods and we have the opportunity to supply you
with your dog’s feeding requirements at a discounted price.
The savings you make on the purchase of 3 bags equals the price of an annual
membership. Well worth supporting us in rewarding our generous sponsors.
At Retail outlets these bags would cost you between $116 and $126 per bag

We have available for purchase
ADVANCE

20kgs

Active

$95.00

20kgs

Chicken

$95.00

20kgs

Large Puppy Growth $95.00

Note these are usually only sold in 15kgs at retailers

ADVANCE

17kgs

Turkey and Rice

$85.00

Food is available at Headquarters when training is taking place.
Further enquiries to John Crace on
Mobile: 0417 493 110 or
Email: vicepresident@gsdawa.org
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NIGHT TIME TRAINING & SOCIALISATION
BEGINS SOON

Headquarters
November 30th, December 7th, 14th and 21st
7-8pm
Otago Park
December 1st, 8th, 15th and 22nd
7-8pm
No training for the Christmas/New Year period
28th or 29th December or 4th or 5th January
Our hard-working trainers can enjoy a wellearned rest.
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6/11/2016
6/11/2016
6/11/2016
13/11/2016
19/11/2016
20/11/2016
20/11/2016
26/11/2016
27/11/2016
27/11/2016

Closing date for Closed Club Trial and
Graduation
Trainers Meeting
Quarterly General Meeting
Haemangiosarcoma lecture
Closing date for 6th Breed Survey
Closing date for 3rd Character & Working
Assessment
Closed Club Trial (Graduation)
6th Breed Survey
Fun Day
3rd Character & Working Assessment

30/11/2016

Night Socialisation classes Gosnells

1/12/2016
4/12/2016
4/12/2016
5/12/2016

Night Socialisation classes Craigie
Children's Xmas Party
Presentation Evening
Management Committee Meeting

12.00 pm
12 noon
12 noon

8.30 am
6.00 pm
09.00 am
11.45 am
7.00 to
8.00pm
7.00 to
8.00pm
2.00 pm
5.00 pm start
7.30 pm

Headquarters
Headquarters - by Claire Sharpe

until about 11.00 noon
Further dates 7th,14th & 21st at 7.00
to 8.00pm
Further dates 8th, 15th & 22nd at 7.00
to 8.00pm
until about 4.30 pm

Two week break over Xmas & New Year
28th December & 4th January 2017

2016 Summertime Socialisation/Training at:
HQ Southern River

December 7th, 14th and 21st and 4th, 11th, 18th, 25th January and 3rd
and 10th February
Otago
December 8th, 15th and 22nd and 5th, 12th, 19th, 4th & 11th February (No training on Australia Day!!)

Has your dog reached the ripe old age of 13 or 14 years 3 months and 1 day?
Have they qualified for the 13 Club or the Centurions?
Have they received their awards?
The Association intends memorialising our oldies who have
reached these important milestones on our website.
If you have not heard from me recently seeking a photograph
PLEASE let me know so they can be included.
Our dogs and owners are an important part of our history.
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SAARBACHTAL RED RENATA
Red
Your father died as you were being born.
While we were devastated our sadness was
eased when you joined our family.
Your grief when we lost your soulmate Quosh
was immeasurable. You can now rest well for
eternity reunited with the love of your life.
Wait for us at the Bridge our darlings
Impossible to forget because you gave us so
many happy moments to remember
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Bio-John Pty Ltd was established in 1985 and is a specialist supplier of Animal Health and Feed products.
We supply your association with ADVANCE dry food and a number of specialty health products such as:
Wormers, Flea treatments, Shampoos and Conditioners Skin Health washes and Joint Supplements.

If you would like the Association to stock any other products
please do not hesitate to ask your Vice President, John Crace.
The Bio-John Equine and Pet Superstore is located on Abernethy Road in Belmont and has a large
warehouse layout where you will find everything you will need.
Our friendly staff is passionate about animals and their needs.

At Bio-John Equine & Pet Superstore we offer you an extensive range of products from the leading market
suppliers so you can continue to use the products you know and trust. We cater to all your furry friends
and your feathered friends too!
Did you know that G.S.D.A. of W.A. Members get a 5% discount? Just let the staff know.
Our dedication to traditional old fashioned service sets us apart from your everyday shopping experience
and we look forward to welcoming you into the Bio-John Equine & Pet Superstore!

196 Abernethy Road

Phone: 9277 6122

Opening Hours

Belmont

Fax: 9477 4167

Weekdays 7.30am – 5.00pm

Email: Info@bio-john.com.au

Saturday 8.00am – 12.00noon

W.A. 6104
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Could members please ensure they clean up
after their dogs—we have plenty of bags and
deposit bins around
Thank you
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ANIMALS SUCCESSFULLY BREED SURVEYED IN FEBRUARY/JUNE/AUGUST 2016

*BONEY M vom BAD WÄLDLE

*HAUSOSIN XRATED

Sire: *Landos vom Quartier Latin
Dam: *Ossye vom Haus Zieglmayer
Owner/s – B & L Lubbock & K & R Knuckey

Sire: *Seigen Suris Alfie
Dam: *Hausosin Livin In Sin
Owner/s – T Roberts/B Pereira

*ICCARA BAD HABIT

Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Iccara Bellas Lullabye
Owner/s – Mailata/Woollard

Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Iccara Bellas Lullabye
Owner/s – Mailata/Woollard

*ICCARA DOUBLE DESTINY
Sire: *Bluemax Tiger Town
Dam: Hausosin Rogue Trader
Owner/s – JM Glenny

*ICCARA BAD NEWS

*ICCARA GAME OF LOVE
Sire: *Iccara Quentin Taratino (AI)
Dam: *Seigen Jimmys Luna
Owner/s – Mailata/Woollard
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*JENTOL BUNNYS MAMMA MIA (LSC)
Sire: *Bodecka Yobbo
Dam: *Jentol Cupis Jive Bunny
Owner/s – A Smith

*JENTOL CHARMERS QINGJIM
Sire: *Nord Ch Fastie’s Elle Willy Wonka (Imp Nor)
Dam: Jentol Mirras Classique Charm
Owner/s – Mrs C Ellis

*MADRODISH THE BITCH IS BACK
*VOLSCARO LENTON BRAE

Sire: *Homer von Amasis
Dam: Davor Wicked Ways
Owner/s – M/s Raewyn Spencer

Sire: *Seigen Suris Alfie
Dam: *Volscaro Ciao Bella
Owner/s – Mrs R Laubsch

Congratulations to the owners and breeders of the below mentioned animals successfully presented to
the GSDCA Hip & Elbow Scheme:
NAME OF DOG

OWNER

SIRE & DAM

ICCARA DOUBLE DESTINY

J M Glenny

S: *Bluemax Tiger Town
D: Hausosin Rogue Trader

MADRODISH THE BITCH IS BACK R A Spencer

S: *Homer von Amasis (Imp Ita)
D: Davor Wicked Ways

VOLSCARO SUMMER BREEZE

S: *Seigen Suris Alfie
D: *Volscaro Ciao Bella CCD ET

E Protti
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Recommendations made in any of our articles are a guide only and
are not a substitute for responsible veterinary treatment.

Myths, Statistics and Facts
There are about 3000 snakebites to humans in Australia each year.

The snake bite rate for dogs is much higher, given that they spend a lot of time in the garden, bush, farm and
areas where snakes reside. Actual figures are not available as many dogs die before they can be taken to a vet and
their bites are not recorded.

The survival chances of a dog bitten by an Australian snake is dependent on the type of snake and how much
venom has entered the system of the dog.

Around eighty (80) percent of pets survive snake bite if treatment is administered quickly. The survival rate is
much lower however for pets that are left untreated, and death often occurs.

Care should be taken when dealing with snakes. They are a protected species and should not be disturbed.
However, if there is immediate danger, you should try to remove the dogs from the danger or call for professional
assistance.

It is not recommended under most circumstances that you try to kill the snake yourself. Many people are bitten by
snakes because they have attempted to interfere with the snake or kill it.
Their defence mechanism in protecting territory and their own safety is biting and injecting venom. In Australia we
accept that living with snakes is a way of life, even in the outer suburbs of the city and around our parks and gardens.
Prevention is always better than cure. Reducing the bushes and gardens in and around your home will help reduce
the likelihood of snakes in your area. Walking the dogs in areas where you can see clear ground and checking banks
of waterways and the water carefully before letting your dog swim.
Be aware that some dogs will display the symptoms of a snake bite and then stage a brief recovery prior to
suffering a total collapse. If in doubt, always attend the vet to have your dog checked. Attending medical attention
promptly is a factor in successfully treating snake bites.

Previous snakebites in dogs does not create an immunity against future snakebites; every snakebite must be
treated as serious and life-threatening.

Do not bleed a dog; this is a misguided tale. Australian snake venom travels through the lymphatic system, so
bleeding will not assist the dog and will simply weaken, hurt and stress the dog more.

Be very wary of the "vitamin C" remedy; it may or may not buy time for a dog but it will not prevent death - it
is not a treatment.
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What to do in the event of a snake bite

Try to identify the type snake (colour of the snake, approximate size, any distinctive markings) in order to match
the anti-venom. If the bite area can be found the vet can take a swab of the bite site using a snake detection kit
to identify the snake venom. However, identifying the type of snake can expedite treatment if your identification
matches the dog’s symptoms.
Seek immediate medical attention and ring ahead to alert the vet clinic that you will be arriving. It assists the vet
in planning your dog’s treatment.

Treating the dog before arriving at the vet.
Travelling to the vet's clinic can take time and the more venom that has been injected into your dog, the worse
your dog's chances become of surviving.
You can assist your dog’s chances of survival by applying a pressure bandage to a limb bite. This is a firm bandage
not a tourniquet. Blood flow must remain to the area. Remember that bite areas may be very difficult to identify
because of your dog’s hair. There is often no localized swelling and bite sites don’t always bleed.
Carry your dog if possible. Movement will spread the venom.
If the dog has been bitten on the face, apply hand pressure rather than a bandage.
Keep talking to your dog and try to remain calm and have the dog relax as much as possible.
Don’t wash the bite area or cut the wound in any way.

Veterinary treatment
Once you arrive at the vet clinic your vet will examine the dog and determine the stage of envenomation. Treatment will be determined by a number of factors, among them are the type of snake bite and the dog’s symptoms.
Treatment is usually via intravenous fluids and administration of anti-venom. Other drugs may also be administered to assist your dog’s recover.
Dogs that recover will show positive signs within twenty four to forty eight hours. If the dog survives, recovery
will take about two days. Dogs that suffer from snake bites often need some time to fully recover their former
health. Discussions with your vet regarding ongoing treatment for your dog’s
health regime will be necessary.
Information on snake bites obtained from :
Australian Venom Research Institute
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EFFECTS OF VENOMOUS SNAKE BITES ON DOGS
The following information is taken from the Australian Venom Research Institute. (I have added some descriptions in italics to help with the medical terms.)
“Whilst the nature and proportion of the relevant venom toxins (pro- and anti-coagulants, myotoxins and
pre- and post-synaptic neurotoxins) will determine the range of effects of Australian snake bites, muscular
paralysis is the dominant clinical sign in all serious and fatal cases. The paralysis is usually of the ascending type, first affecting the hindquarters and then progressing to complete paralysis, with death due to respiratory failure.
Although paralysis clearly aids the diagnosis, it is the earlier signs which are especially valuable. For example, in dogs and cats, dilated pupils with absent or reduced pupiliary light reflexes appear to be an early
and most important (although variable) sign that significant envenomation has occurred. Only in severely
envenomated cases may paralysis occasionally be seen before pupillary dilation. The occurrence of preparalytic signs almost invariably indicates the patient has received a lethal dose of venom.
The severity of illness will vary considerably from animal to animal and snake bite can produce diverse
clinical signs (see table). Any or all of the following signs may be observed:
trembling
vomiting
salivation
defecation
ataxia – lack of co-ordination of muscle movement (wobbly legs etc)
dilated pupils
slow or absent pupillary light reflexes
respiratory distress
shallow or abdominal respiration
hindquarter weakness
pallor
jaundice
haemoglobinuria – destruction of red blood cells, symptom of which is red urine (or myoglobinuria –
muscle destruction)
proteinurea - foamy urine
haematuria – red blood cells in the urine
haematemesis - vomiting blood
continued bleeding from fang marks or other wounds
flaccid paralysis progressing to coma or respiratory failure.
The onset of signs may be sudden. The animal may collapse dramatically within a few minutes of the bite,
then appear to recover completely over the next thirty minutes and then deteriorate with evidence of systemic poisoning. This sudden collapse in dogs may be due to cor pulmonale (– failure of the right side of
the heart by high blood pressure) and inadequate left ventricular filling caused by transient acute obstruction of the pulmonary circulation and indicates severe envenomation. This effect occurs with brown and
tiger snake envenomation and possibly with taipan evnenomation.
Other animals may become ill within minutes of the bite and progressively worsen over the next few
hours. In only about 30 per cent of cases can the bite site be found on the animal and there is usually little
swelling in the area involved. Sometimes the bite site is found because it is bleeding.
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The main early clinical signs in dogs and cats suffering from snake bite
Sign

% seen in dogs

% seen in cats

Dilated pupils

74

87

Absent or sluggish pupil light reflexes

70

92

Hind limb ataxia

59

53

Salivation

77

0

Vomiting

66

29

Rapid respiration

51

36

Depression

44

73
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You must be barking mad! German shepherds befriend
Siberian tigers at a Slovakian wildlife sanctuary devoted to
breeding the endangered big cats
Suria the Siberian tiger lives at a Slovakian wildlife sanctuary along with her four-month-old cub, Sunny. The two-year-old tiger is
close friends with a pack of three German shepherds called Blacky, Hugo and Jenny.The animals were all born at the Oasis wildlife sanctuary in Senec, Slovakia run by big cat expert Yveta Irsova. According to volunteers, the sanctuary is part of a breeding
programme to help save the Siberian Tiger. The breeding programme hopes to scientifically spread the genetic diversity of the
remaining Siberian tigers across the world.
This is the amazing friendship which has developed between three German shepherds and a pair of endangered Siberian tigers
in a nature reserve. The dogs, Blacky, Hugo and Jenny - are inseparable from big cat Suria and new-born tiger cub Sunny. Suria
and Sunny were both born at the Oasis of the Siberian Tiger, in Senec, Slovakia - a protected area that breeds Siberian tigers.

Suria the Siberian tiger was bred at the wildlife sanctuary and has grown up alongside Jenny the German shepherd. According
to workers at the wildlife park, the tigers and the dogs are inseparable, despite a believed animosity between cats and dogs.

The dogs and the tigers enjoy playing with each other and often engage in play fights, but never inflict any damage on each other. Suria the tiger was born in the wildlife reserve in Slovakia some two years ago and grew up alongside the German shepherds.
The older tiger - Suria - has been inseparable from the dogs since she was born.
Incredibly, the Oasis's newest addition - our-month-old cub Sunny - seems to be following in her mother’s footsteps.

The playing dogs and tigers were spectacularly captured by Lucia Zustakova, who was visiting the Oasis, and also Martin Ziman,
a volunteer at the oasis and regularly takes videos of the amazing scenes. Their daily playtime allows the group to interact,
sometimes getting quite rowdy as the boisterous animals play-fight and chase after each other excitedly. Lucia, 29, said: 'It is nice
to see it all and it is so amazing when you are so near these beautiful animals.
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Suria, left, and Hugo, right, were introduced to each other soon after they were born some two years ago. Sunny, the four-monthold cub is already friendly with the dogs and seems highly likely to continue the unusual friendship

Since first being introduced, the dogs and the tigers have been the best of friends much to the delight of visitors 'Suria plays with
the dogs every day and they just love her. 'I love animals and love the oasis - it's a great project to help these tigers that are facing
extinction.'
The oasis is run by Yveta Irsova, who also owns the dogs. It opened in 1999 and houses 28 tigers, 23 of which were born there.
The sanctuary aims to rescue a small population of tigers from extinction and contribute to the genetic pool for the breeding of the
critically endangered lions. With several species of tigers already extinct, Yveta and her staff are completely passionate about trying to stop the same fate happening to Siberian tigers, who are victims of intense poaching and habitat loss.
Martin said: 'The dogs are almost same age as Suria and have grown up together. They spend most of the time together. 'They
are really like siblings and play together all day long. They never hurt each other.'

The dogs and the tigers have no problems socialising with each other because they spent such an amount of time growing up together. Suria's cub Sunny, who is four months old, seems also to be calm around the dogs and appears willing to continue the
unusual friendship.
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GSDA of WA DEMONSTRATION TEAM
EAST KENWICK PRIMARY SCHOOL DEMONSTRATION
We were invited to perform a demonstration
with our dogs at the school on Friday
morning in front of 370 students and
teachers. It was a fantastic morning to
showcase our dogs.
Rally O was performed by Di and Maggie.
They performed various moves which depicted the versatility of the dog.

Tracking demonstration was performed by
Kerrie & Luga on a 15minute delayed track resulting in Luga finding one of the students at
the end of track.
The students were able to view the whole exercise and cheered when Luga found the young
boy.

Obedience demonstration was
performed by Kerrie & Anya,
Di & Maggie and Kym & Hondo. They performed signals in
motion and signals on the
move. This created a lasting
impression on the students.

Agility demonstration performed by Kerrie & Anya
and Kym & Hondo. The agility was a thrill for the
students particularly when Hondo jumped over the
tunnel as Anya was going through it.
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We also had 4 pups ranging in age from 4-6mths for the children to interact with.
At the end of the demonstration we allowed the
students to interact with all the dogs and pups. The
behaviour on the dogs and pups was impeccable as
this scenario is not a regular occurrence for them.
They really enjoyed the attention.

At times you couldn’t see the pups because they
were surrounded by the students.
The children were also very well behaved and were
extremely happy to be able to interact with the dogs.
When the students returned to
class they wrote essays and drew
pictures of their experiences form
the morning which they donated to
the club along with a Gift Basket
filled with Stationery Products in
appreciation of our visit.
Thank you to Deputy Principal,
Nicole Kereopa and the school for
inviting us.
The school made a donation to the
club with the funds going towards
Engraved note books for every club
member commemorating the 40th
anniversary of the lifting of the ban.
Thank you to all our demonstration team members & dogs and helpers.

Kerrie Pierce, Di Webb, Kym Glenny, John Glenny, Ian & Dorothy
Marr, Iain McIntosh, Karen Westmacott, Rob and Marian Arnison,
Chris Smith, Rachael Laubsch and Vicki Beaton (photographer).
Kym Glenny
GSDA of WA Public Relations Officer
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